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A  Registration method for “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”  

 
1. Group Registration・・・To use the gym, martial arts gym, athletics track field, 

baseball field, playing field or multipurpose ground, registration prior to use as a group 
is necessary.( Registration can’t be made on the Internet.) Once the registration is 
completed, it is possible to reserve the facilities using the Internet, etc. 
(1) How to register 
   ①Place, Hours 

  See P.18 of this leaflet. Registration can be made at each service counter of the 
facilities on the list.  

   ②Person eligible for registration 
  A representative of a group（Over 18 years of age, registration by a proxy is not 

permitted） 

(2) Necessary documents and items for registration 
   ①Application form for registration, registration form of members (minimum of 4 

people)   ＊Please use a pen to fill in the forms. 
   ②ID; Identity verification documents（With name and address printed, original 

document needed, no copies allowed ） 
    【e.g.】driver’s license, health insurance card, Individual Number Card, ( the 

notification card can’t be used), basic resident register card, employee’s ID, student 
ID, residence card, etc., of the representative.   

 
2. Personal Registration・・・For the use of outdoor tennis courts only 

Personal registration at the service counter is necessary prior to the use of outdoor 
tennis courts. 
Reservation from the Internet, etc., is possible after registration. 

(1) How to register 
   ①Place, Hours 

   See P.18 of this leaflet. Registration can be made at each service counter of the 
facilities on the list. Tennis courts are located at Chuo, Kitashukugawa, Shiose, 
Hamakoshien, Ryutsuhigashi gym and at Naruohama Rinkai Baseball Field 
(Inside Naruohama Rinkai Park) 

   ②Person eligible for registration 

     Any representative who wishes to register (junior high school students or older, 
registration by a proxy is not permitted） 

(2) Necessary documents and items for registration 
   ①Application form for registration  ＊ Please use a pen to fill in the form. 
   ②ID; Identity verification documents（With name and address printed, original 

document needed, no copies allowed ） 
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   【e.g.】driver’s license, health insurance card, Individual Number Card (the 

notification card can’t be used), basic resident register card, employee’s ID, student 
ID, residence card, etc., of the representative. 

 
3. Rules for registration 
(1)When wrongdoing such as registration by a fictitious group or by a group member or 

multiple registrations by one group is confirmed upon reserving and using the 
facilities, the following measures will be taken: suspension or cancellation of the 
qualification to register, disapproval or cancellation of the use of the facilities or 
limitation of use.   

(2)It is necessary to agree to the terms of use of Nishinomiya City Sports Facilities 
Reservation System, “Sportsnet Nishinomiya” before registration. 

(3)When the use of the facilities benefits a crime syndicate (boryoku dan), necessary 
measures such as disapproval of use, or cancellation of use will be taken. Also, 
when it is necessary to confirm these matters, Nishinomiya City may make 
reference to Nishinomiya and Koshien Police Station within Hyogo Prefectural 
Police. 

(4)When a change in the content of registration occurs (e.g. change of the 
representative or contact address), please submit to the service counter promptly. 

(5)Personal registration can be made only for the use of outdoor tennis courts. In order 
to use the gym, martial arts gym, athletics track field, baseball field, playing field, 
or multi-purpose ground, group registration with a minimum of 4 people is 
necessary. 

(6)Handling of the status, ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ residents of Nishinomiya City 
   ①In order to be categorized as ‘inside’ (shinai) group , more than half of the 

members need to be residents of Nishinomiya City(Nishinomiya citizens) 
   ②In case of a company club, when the club contains members who have the same 

interest and located at a branch within Nishinomiya City, it is recognized as ‘inside’  
(shinai) group. 

   ③In case of a club in colleges, etc., when the club contains members who have the 

same interest and the school is located within Nishinomiya City, it is recognized as 
‘inside’ (shinai) group.  

   ④Only the ‘inside’ (shinai) groups and individuals are qualified to attend the 

drawing. Groups or individuals who are registered as ‘outside’ (shigai), will be able 
to reserve the facilities from ‘Reference and Reservation for Vacancies’ only if there 
are vacancies after the drawing. . 

   ⑤The usage fee for the ‘outside’ (shigai) groups and individuals will be twice as 

much as the ‘inside’(shinai) groups and individuals. 
   ⑥The necessary condition for registering as an individual for the use of outdoor 

tennis courts is to live within Nishinomiya City. If you live outside Nishinomiya 
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City and commute to schools or workplaces in Nishinomiya City, you will be 
categorized as ‘outside’ (shigai) person. 

(7)Please check the ‘list of facilities’ (pp.10-17) carefully as the available uses are 
different for each facility. 

(8)Please register your email address as it is necessary to change the password (login 
password) on “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. (Please change your password regularly.) 

(9)When a certain period of time passes without any use, the registration will be 
deleted. 

(10)The representative must securely keep the password (login password). 
 
4. Personal information protection 

The provided personal information will be used only for the operation of sports 
facilities reservation system. In terms of information control, the information will 
be strictly handled to abide by the applicable laws and regulations. 
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B  How to use “Sportsnet Nishinomiya” 
 

1. Application process 
(1)Applications using the Internet from PCs and smartphones. (except 2 am- 5 am 

when system is not in service) 
   Website・・・・・・・・・・https://yoyaku.nishi.or.jp/sportsnet/ 

 
2. Reservations 
(1)To reserve the facility for the day of use and the next day. 
   Reservations can be made at the corresponding service counter (reservations by 

phone is possible) Reservations cannot be made from ‘Sportsnet’. 
(2)To reserve the facility 2 days after and within the same month. 
   Reservations can be made using “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. (except 2 am-5 am when 

the system is not in service) 
(3)To participate in the drawing for next month and to reserve when there is a vacancy 

after the drawing. 

Groups Individuals 
(Outdoor 
tennis) 

How to apply 

 
 
From 1st,  
12:00 a.m. to 
7th, 11:59 p.m., 
of the previous 
month 

 
 
From 1st, 
12:00 a.m. to 
7th, 11:59 p.m. 
of the previous 
month 

☆To apply for drawing(For use next month) 

Please apply on “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”  
for use next month: only residents ‘inside’ 
Nishinomiya City are allowed to participate in 
the drawing. (‘outside’ residents may reserve 
after the drawing.) 
For each facility, it is possible to apply from 1st 
to 8th requests and the maximum number of the 
reservation approvals will be 4. The application 
can be made for up to 3 facilities. You cannot 
apply beyond this limit. 
To apply for the same date and same hours in 
different facilities is possible but in that case, 
you may get approvals for multiple facilities so 
please try to avoid that situation. 

8th, 9th 
 

8th, 9th ☆Drawing 

Drawing is conducted by a computer. 

 
 
From 10th, 
12:00 a.m. 

 
 
From 10th, 
12:00 a.m. 

☆Confirmation of the result 

Confirmation can be made on “Sportsnet 
Nishinomiya”. The result of the drawing will be 
emailed on 10th, 12:00 am only to those who 
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Groups Individuals 
(Outdoor 
tennis) 

How to apply 

 have registered. 
☆Cancellation of the reservation 

Cancellation from “Sportsnet” is possible until 7 
days before the reserved day. 
(※) Please cancel the reservation immediately if 

you will not use the reserved slot. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
From 10th, 
5:00a.m. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

From 11th, 
5:00 a.m. 

 
 

☆Reservation of open facilities 

It is possible to reserve the open facilities after 
the drawing from the time and date written on 
the left. Both ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ residents 
can make reservations. 
It is possible to reserve from “Sportsnet” until 2 
days before the use. If you wish to reserve after 
that, please make reservations to each facility’s 
service counter. 
☆Cancellation  

Cancellation must be made by 7 days before the 
reserved day. When you wish to cancel on the 
day of use to 6 days before the use, please 
contact the facility directly. (It is not possible to 
cancel from “Sportsnet”.) 
(※) There are penalties for cancellation on the 

day of use to 6 days before. 

 
 
 
On the day of 
use 

 
 
 
On the day of 
use 

The representative must apply for use at the 
service counter. (※)Please pay the fee at the 

counter before use. Please confirm with the 
facility beforehand when you wish to use the 
facility for other events than the one registered 
or when the weather is uncertain. 
(※)The service counter for Yamaguchi-cho 

Funasaka Multipurpose Ground is at 
Ryutsuhigashi Gym. Please visit Ryutsuhigashi 
Gym on the day of use. 

 ※For the reservation of official games and personal use of table tennis courts, please 

apply at each facility’s service counter. 
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3. Rules upon use  
(1) When wrongdoing such as registration by a fictitious group or multiple registrations 

by one group or lending or giving the reserved slot to other registered groups is 
confirmed, following measures will be taken: disapproval or cancellation of the use 
of the facilities or limitation of use. 

(2)It is necessary to agree to the terms of use of Nishinomiya City Sports Facilities 
Reservation System, “Sportsnet Nishinomiya” before using. 

(3)When the use of facilities benefits a crime syndicate (boryoku dan), necessary 
measures such as disapproval of use, or cancellation of use will be taken. Also, 
when it is necessary to confirm these matters, Nishinomiya City may make 
reference to Nishinomiya and Koshien Police Station within Hyogo Prefectural 
Police. 

(4)The hours and available uses are different for each facility. Please confirm before 
making reservations or using. It is not permitted to use the facilities for other sports 
events or hours decided by the City. 

(5)'The Certificate of Use and Receipt’ will be issued on the day of use. Please carry it 
until you finish using the facility. 

(6)Unless using multiple facilities at one time, the representative must come to the 
counter at the time of reception. It is always necessary to report to the service 
counter before use. If the representative cannot come to the facility for some reason, 
please make sure that the representative informs the facility beforehand. There are 
penalties for not reporting so please be careful. And when a proxy comes instead of 
the representative, we will confirm the name and contact of the proxy at the counter.  

(7)At the time of use, you may be asked to present the ID at the counter for the 
identification of the representative. There are penalties if a person who is not the 
representative falsely claim that he/she is the representative so please be careful. 

(8)If you will be late, please contact the service counter. When 30 minutes passes 
without any notice, it will be considered as a cancellation without notice and the 
right to use the facility may be passed on to the others on the waiting list. 

(9)Do not cancel without any notice. Also try not to cancel at the last minute, such as 1-
6 days before or on the day of use, as it may be an impediment for other people who 
want to use the facility. These last minute cancellations or changes may result in 
penalties so please be careful. 

(10)In order to avoid any inconveniences to the people who are using the facility, please 
wait outside of the facility before the reserved hours. 

(11)If you don’t understand how to use the equipment, please ask the attendant and 
follow the directions. 

(12)Please use athletic shoes or special shoes that will suit the facilities. 
(13)For safety reasons, children or people who are not engaging in the sport should not 

enter the facility. 
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(14)Practicing outside the facility is prohibited since it may be dangerous. 
(15)Eating, drinking alcohol and smoking in the facility is strictly prohibited. 
(16)Take away garbage yourself. 
(17)If the use of the facility is for commercial activities (an activity which is, or which 

will lead to obtaining monetary benefit), or considerable amount of fee is collected 
from the participants, or it involves sales of goods, then the use is considered as 
commercial use. If you will use the facility for commercial use, please consult each 
facility before making any reservations. In addition, please report to the counter of 
the facility when the reservation is finalized and also on the day of use. If the 
consultation or the report is not made, the use of the facility may be unauthorized, 
cancelled or limited. 

(18)Please finish preparing, cleaning, brushing, etc. within the reserved hours. 
(19)Please be aware of luggage theft and keep your valuables on you, as they are your 

responsibility. 
(20)The facilities can’t relay any calls or messages to users. 
(21)Any act disturbing public peace of other users or neighborhood residents is strictly 

prohibited. 
(22)Do not enter indoor facilities such as the gym with spiked shoes on. 
(23)When the weather is uncertain and you don’t know if you can use the facility, please 

confirm with the facility. (Do not decide on your own.) 
(24)When the user can’t use the facility due to reasons owing to the facility, you can get 

a refund. When the use of the facility must be stopped because of rainfall, the 
amount of the refund will be decided depending on how much time was used and 
how much time is left. 

(25)Please follow the directions of the attendant upon use. 
 
4. Usage fee refund 
(1)When the use of the facility is stopped because of rainfall, the amount of the refund 

will be calculated based on how much time was used and how much time is left. 
(2)The stopping time is the time you notify the service counter. 
    
  ①If the stopping time is within 30 minutes after starting, you will get a full refund. 
  ②If the stopping time is between 31 minutes and 1hour 15 minutes after starting, you 

will get a 50% refund. 
  ③If the stopping time is after 1 hour 15 minutes after starting, there will be no refund. 

 
 
5. Penalties 
(1)Penalty points ※excludes cases with special reasons 
  ①Penalties for changing or cancelling reservations 
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 7days 

before 

6days 

before 

5days 

before 

4days 

before 

3days 

before 

2days 

before 

the day 

before 

On the day of 

use 

Date 8th 

(Tue) 

9th 

(Wed) 

10th 

(Thurs) 

11th 

(Fri) 

12th 

(Sat) 

13th 

(Sun) 

14th 

(Mon) 

15th (Tue) 

Reservation from 

Sportsnet 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

× 

 

× 

Cancellation 

from Sportsnet 

 

〇 

 

× 

(＊) 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

Reservation by 

phone or at 

counter 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

〇 

 

〇 

Cancellation by 

phone or at 

counter  

 

× 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

Reservation by 

phone or at 

counter (changes 

involving 

cancellation) 

 

× 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

 

〇 

Penalty pts. from 

cancellation 

 

－ 

 

1pt. 

 

1pt. 

 

1pt. 

 

2pts. 

 

2pts. 

 

2pts. 

Cancellation 

w/o notice-

4pts. 

Cancellation 

w notice-3pts. 

Penalty pts. for 

changing 

reservation 

 

－ 

 

1pt. 

 

1pt. 

 

1pt. 

 

2pts. 

 

2pts. 

 

2pts. 

 

2pts. 

 ＊ It will not be possible to cancel from Sportsnet from midnight of 9th (Wed), which is 

6 days before. 
＊ Within the cancellation or the change in the reservation, if you cancel the original 

reservation, the reservation of each room, tennis court, baseball ground, etc., of each 
1 division of 1 court (= 2 hours) is counted as one cancellation and the penalties 
according to the date of cancellation, or the decrease of reserved lot, will be imposed. 

  ＊ If change in reservation will cause reduction in usage fee, it is subject to penalties. 
  ＊ If one meets all the conditions listed below, it will exceptionally be exempt from 

penalties. 
  
      (1) The changes in reservation are all at one facility and of the same day.  
      (2)You need to either call the facility directly or report to the counter of the facility 
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between 6 days before and the day of use. 
      (3)When the facility can confirm the status of the reservation before the change 

has been made. (If you want to change the reservation, please leave the 
reservation which you want to make changes and do not cancel by yourself.) 

      (4)When the usage fee is the same or increases after the change of reservation. 
＊ If you need to cancel or change from 6 days before the day of use and after, please 

contact the reserved facility directly. If someone makes a reservation on the Internet 
while you are applying for the change, there may be times that the change is not 
possible. 

②When the group representative cannot come and there aren’t any contact from the 

representative one hour after the starting time of the use of the 
facility ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・1 point 

  ③When someone who is not the representative falsely claim to be the representative 
at the time of use・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・1 points 

  ④ When there is a damage to the equipment or the facility with a conscious 
aim・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・4 points 

  ⑤When there are harassments toward others ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ 4 points 

(2)When the penalty points accumulate to 7 points or more  
※The penalty points will be reset after a certain follow up period and return to 0 point.  

   From the next month after reaching 7 points, the application for the use of facilities 
such as from Sportsnet will not be allowed for 3 months. 
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C List of Facilities (Indoor Facilities) 

 
(※)The numbers of whole and half areas mean the number of tables, courts, fields, 

grounds, and tracks that can be used. 
  Equipment is not fully furnished. 

Area Facility Address/ Phone number/Available uses for each facility 

 
 
 
 
 
Chuo 
Gym 
 

 
 

Gym room 

 
 
 

1-16, Kawahara-cho                     Phone:0798-74-0720 

・Volleyball(3whole courts,1half court)・Family Volleyball(3whole 

 courts,1half court) ・Table Tennis(27whole tables, 12half tables) ・

Badminton(8whole courts, 4half courts), ・Basketball(2whole courts, 

1half court) ・ Handball(2whole courts, 1half court) ・ Quarter 

Tennis(8whole courts, 4half courts) ・Futsal(2whole courts) 

Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about 84 ㎡) 

 

Combative 

sports gym 

・Table Tennis(12whole tables, 6half tables, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Judo hall ・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Kendo hall ・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

 
 
Chuo Gym 
Annex 
 

 
 

Gym room 

2-6, Jingikan-cho                        Phone: 0798-67-0771 

・Volleyball (2whole courts, 1half court)  Can’t be used after 7pm. 

・Family Volleyball(3whole courts, 1half court) Can’t be used after 

7pm ・Table tennis(16whole tables, 7half tables) ・Badminton(3whole 

courts, 1half court) ・Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half court) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Imazu Gym 

 

 

Gym room 

 

 

 

1-4, Imazumasago-cho                   Phone:0798-48-4828 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court) ・Family Volleyball(3whole 

courts, 1half court) ・Table Tennis(16whole tables, 6half tables) ・

Badminton(3whole courts, 1half court) ・Basketball(1whole court, 

1half court with 1 goal) ・ Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half 

court) ・Futsal(1whole court, no goals) 

Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about48 ㎡) ・Various Martial Arts 

・Gymnastics          ・Dancing 

Small gym   

room 

・Table Tennis(6whole courts, 3half courts, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Light exercise 

room 

・Table Tennis(6whole tables, 3half tables, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 
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Area Facility Address/ Phone number/Available uses for each facility 

 
 
 
 
Naruo 
Gym 

 
 
Gym room 

 

 

 

4-43,Uedanishi-machi                    Phone:0798-46-1333 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court) ・Family Volleyball (2whole 

courts, 1half court) ・Table Tennis(15whole tables,7half tables) ・

Badminton (3whole courts, 1half court) ・Basketball(1whole court, 

1half court with 1 goal) ・ Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half 

court) ・Futsal(1whole court, no goals) 

Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about54 ㎡) ・Table Tennis(1whole table, personal use 

permitted) ・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Light exercise 

room 

・Table Tennis(5whole tables, personal use permitted) ・Various 

Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Track ・100m per lap(personal use permitted) (Note) This facility can’t be 

reserved from “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. 

 
 
 
 
Kobu  
Gym 

 

 

Gym room 

 

 

 

5-15-25, Kamioichi                      Phone: 0798-52-5293 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court) ・Family Volleyball(2whole 

courts, 1half court) ・Table Tennis(15whole tables, 7half tables) ・

Badminton(4whole courts, 2half courts) ・Basketball(1whole court, 

1half court with 1 goal) ・Handball(1whole court, 1half court with 

1goal) ・Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half court) ・Futsal(1whole 

court) 

Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about53 ㎡ ) ・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・

Dancing 

Light exercise 

room 1. 

・Table Tennis(2whole tables, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Light exercise 

room 2. 

・Table Tennis(5whole tables, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

 

 

 

 

Kitashukugawa 

Gym 

 

 
 
Gym room 

 

 

 

11-33, Hinoike-cho                      Phone: 0798-70-2222 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court), ・Family Volleyball(2whole 

courts, 1half court), ・Table Tennis(15whole tables, 7half tables)・

Badminton(3whole courts, 1half court)・Basketball(1whole court, 

1half court with 1 goal) ・Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half court) 

Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about68 ㎡ ), ・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・

Dancing  

 

 

Light exercise 

room 

・Table Tennis(5whole tables, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 
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Area Facility Address/ Phone number/Available uses for each facility 

 
 
 
 
 
Shiose  
Gym  

 
 
 
Gym room 

 
 

5-10-1, Higashiyamadai                 Phone: 0797-62-2565 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court) ・Family Volleyball(2whole 

courts, 1half court) ・Table Tennis(15whole tables, 7half tables)・

Badminton(3whole courts, 1half court)・Basketball (1whole court,  

1half court with 1 goal)・Handball(1whole court,1half court with 1 

goal)・Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half court) ・Futsal(1whole 

court) 

Meeting 

room 1 

・Meetings(about 40 ㎡) 

・Gymnastics ・Dancing 

Meeting 

room 2 

・Meetings(about49 ㎡)・Table Tennis(1whole table, personal use 

permitted)・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

Light exercise 

room 

・Table Tennis(5whole tables, personal use permitted) 

・Various Martial Arts ・Gymnastics・Dancing 

 

 

Ryutsuhigashi 

Gym 

 

 

Gym room 

 

 

5-1, 1-chome, Hanshinryutsu center, Yamaguchi-cho  Phone:078-903-3801 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court)・Table Tennis(15whole tables, 

7half tables) ・ Badminton(3whole courts, 1half court) ・

Basketball(1whole court, 1half court with 1 goal) ・ Quarter 

Tennis(3whole courts, 1half court) 

Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about46 ㎡) 

・Various Martial Arts・Gymnastics・Dancing 

 

 

 

Hamakoshien 

Gym 

 

 20-15,Edagawa-cho,                     Phone:0798-43-8787 

 
Gym room 

(specified 

hard floor) 

 

・Indoor Tennis/Soft Tennis(2whole courts, 1half court)・Table 

Tennis(16whole tables, 8half tables)・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half 

court)・Badminton(4whole courts, 2half courts)・Basketball(For 

practicing)(2whole courts, 1half court)・Quarter Tennis(4whole 

courts, 2half courts)・Futsal(2 whole courts, 1 half court, * There 

are one big goal set and one small goal set) 

Meeting 

rooms1,2 

・Meetings(room1:about36 ㎡,2:about38 ㎡) 

 

 

 

Matsubara 

Gym 

 

Gym room 

2-41, Matsubara-cho,                         Phone: 0798-33-3878 

・Volleyball(2whole courts, 1half court), ・Family Volleyball(2whole 

courts, 1half court),  Table Tennis(15whole tables, 7half tables), ・

Badminton(3whole courts, 1half court), ・Basketball (1whole court, 

1half court with 1 goal), ・ Futsal(1 whole court, goal set not 

available), ・Quarter Tennis(3whole courts, 1half court) 

Meeting 

Room 

・Meetings(about55 ㎡) 

・Gymnastics・Dancing   
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《Other sports that can be played》※Please consult the service counter in each facility for sports not 

written in the following. 

【Gym】 

Soft Volleyball, Mini Basketball, Dodgeball, Touch Football, Gymnastics, Rhythmic Sportive 

Gymnastics, Gymnastics for Children and Infants, Health Exercise, Exercise for Parents and Kids, 

Sports Meet, Folk Dancing, Dancing, Indiaca, Cheerleading, Tug-of-War, Karate, Judo, Kendo, 

Nippon Kenpo, Shorinji Kenpo, etc. 

【Martial Arts Gym, Light Exercise Room, Small Gym Room, Multipurpose Room 1】 

  Gymnastics for Children and Infants, Health Exercise, Exercise for Parents and Kids, Folk Dancing, 

Dancing, Yoga, Qigong, Cheerleading, Karate, Judo, Kendo, Nippon Kenpo, Shorinji Kenpo, Iaido, 

Kobudo, Chinese Martial Arts, Tai Chi, Naginata, Wrestling, Aikido, Fencing, etc. 

 

  

(Japanese 

room) 

Multipurpose 

room 1 

・Various Martial Arts・Gymnastics・Dancing・Table Tennis(3whole 

tables, personal use  permitted) 

Multipurpose 

room 2 (for 

work out) 

・Gym (personal use permitted), *This room can’t be reserved from 

“Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. 

Track ・200m per lap(personal use permitted), *This room can’t be reserved 

from “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. 

Noto 

Playing Field 
Meeting 

room 

・Meetings(about88 ㎡) 
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D List of Facilities (Outdoor Facilities) 

 
(※) The numbers of whole and half areas mean the number of tables, courts, fields, 

grounds, and tracks that can be used. 
Equipment is not fully furnished. 

Area Facility Specifications Address /Phone/Available uses for facilities 

 
 
 
 
 
Chuo Gym 
(Nishinomiya 
Chuo Sports 
Park) 

 
 

A
th

letics track field  

 
 
Ball 
game 
ground 

 
 
105Mx70M 

2,Kawahara-cho   Phone:0798-74-0720 

・ Gateball(2whole courts, 1half court) ・

Soccer(1whole ground, 1half ground for 

mini soccer) ・ Rugby(1whole field, no 

goals) ・Lacrosse(1whole field,)・Ground 

Golf(2whole courses, 1half course) ・

Softball(2whole fields, 1half field) ・

Petanque 

Track 400M track x8 lanes ・Track(Personal use permitted) 

Chuo  

Multipurpose 

Ground 

L&R fields 90M 

Center field105M   

★Night lighting 

available 

・Soft Baseball(1whole field)・Softball(1whole field)・

Gateball(1whole field) ・ Soccer(1whole ground) ・

Rugby(1whole field, no goals)・Lacrosse(1whole field)・

Ground Golf(1whole course)・Petanque 

Chuo Tennis 
Court 

Sand-filled artificial 

grass court  

★Night lighting 

available 

8,Nakaya-cho    Phone:0798-74-0720 

・Tennis, Soft Tennis(5whole courts) 

 
Chuo Gym 
Annex 

Chuo Gym 

Annex Baseball 

Field 

L&R fields 60M 

Center field 60M 

2, Jingikan-cho     Phone:0798-67-0771 

Kids soft baseball (1whole field) 

Playing Field About 1,900 ㎡ *This facility can’t be reserved from 

“Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. 

 
 
Kitashukugawa 

Gym 

(Hinoike Park) 

Hinoike Tennis 

Court 

Sand-filled artificial 

grass court  

11,Hinoike-cho   Phone:0798-70-1932 

・Tennis, Soft Tennis(2whole courts) 

Hinoike Swimming 

pool(Kitashuku- 

gawa Public 

Swimming Pool) 

・7 courses, 50M pool(depth: 1~1.2M) 

・Swimming pool for infants(depth:0.3~0.6M) 

＊  This swimming pool can’t be reserved from “Sportsnet 

Nishinomiya”. 

 
 
 
Shiose Gym 

Shiose Tennis 

Court(Shiose 

Central Park) 

Sand-filled artificial 

grass court  

★Night lighting 

available 

5-1,Higashiyamadai   Phone:0797-62-2565 

・Tennis, Soft Tennis(4whole courts) 
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Area Facility Specifications Address /Phone/Available uses for facilities 

(Shiose Chuo 
Park) 

Kozayama  

Baseball Field 

(Kozayama Park) 

L&R fields   90M 

Center field 95M 

★Night lighting 

available 

4441,Najiokoza,Shiose-cho   Phone:0797-62-2565 

・Soft Baseball(1whole field)・Softball(1whole 

field)・For practicing baseball only(1whole field) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ryutsuhigashi 
Gym 
(Rutsuhigashi 
Park) 
 

Ryutsuhigashi 

Baseball Field 

L&R fields  76M   

Center field   

86M 

1-8, Hanshinryutsu Center, Yamaguchi-cho 

Phone:078-903-3801 

・Soft Baseball(1whole field)・Softball(1whole 

field)・For practicing baseball only(1whole field) 

Ryutsuhigashi 

Tennis Court 

 

 

Sand-filled artificial 

grass court  

★ Night lighting 

available 

3-1-1, Hanshinryutsu Center, Yamaguchi-cho 

Phone: 078-903-3801 

・Tennis, Soft Tennis(4whole courts, lighting  

available only for 2 courts〈A&B〉) 

Yamaguchi-cho 

Funasaka 

Multipurpose 

Ground A 

 

 

 

 

approx. 72M x 

100M 

Area: 10,750 ㎡ 

1958-11, Funasaka, Yamaguchi-cho  

 Phone: 078-903-3801 

・Soccer (1 whole ground) ・Softball (2 whole 

fields) ・Soft Baseball (2 whole fields) ・

Gateball ・For practicing baseball only ・

Ground Golf ・Rugby (1 whole field, without 

goals) ・Petanque ・Lacrosse  

Yamaguchi-cho 

Funasaka  

Multipurpose 

Ground B 

 

L&R fields 

approx. 60M 

Center field 

approx. 65M 

Area: 6,760 ㎡ 

・Mini soccer ( 1 whole ground) ・Softball 

(1 whole field) ・ Soft Baseball (1 whole 

field) ・Gateball ・For practicing baseball 

only (1 whole field) ・Ground Golf ・Rugby 

(without goals) ・Petanque ・Lacrosse 

 
Koshienhama 
Baseball Field 

 
Koshienhama 
Baseball Field 

L&R fields   91M 

center field 116M 

★ Night lighting 

available 

2-7, Koshienhama Phone:0798-49-8989 

・ Soft Baseball(1whole field) ・

Softball(1whole field) ・ For practicing 

baseball  only(1whole field) 

 
 
Naruohama 
Rinkai Park 

Naruohama 
Rinkai 
Baseball Field 

L&R fields   91M 

Center field 120M 

★ Night lighting 

available 

5-2,1-chome,Naruohama Phone:0798-43-0200 

・Baseball (1whole field) 

・Soft Baseball (1whole field) 

 

Naruohama 
Rinkai Tennis 
Court 

Sand-filled artificial 

grass court  

★ Night lighting 

available 

 

・Tennis, Soft Tennis(6whole courts) 
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Area Facility Specifications Address /Phone/Available uses for facilities 

Tsuto Chuo  
Park 

Tsuto Baseball 
Field (Tsuto 

Chuo Park) 

L&R fields   91M 

Center field  

112M 

3,Tsutosumie-cho Phone:0798-33-3056 

・Baseball (1whole field) 

・Soft Baseball (1whole field) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamakoshien 
Gym  
 
(Hamakoshien 
Sports Park)  

 
 
 
Multipurpose 
ground A 
 
 
 

 
 
 
70Mx55M 

20,Edagawa-cho  Phone:0798-43-8787 

・ Soccer(1whole ground,1whole ground 

for mini-soccer) ・ Soft Baseball(2whole 

fields)・Softball(2whole fields)・Gateball 

(1whole field) ・ Rugby(1whole field, 

without goals)・Lacrosse(1whole field)・

Ground Golf(1whole course)・Petanque 

 
 
Multipurpose 
ground B 

 
 
65Mx50M 

・ Soccer(1whole ground,1whole ground 

for mini-soccer) ・ Soft Baseball(1whole 

field) ・ Softball(1whole field) ・

Gateball(1whole field) ・ Rugby(1whole 

field, without goals) ・ Lacrosse(1whole 

field) ・ Ground Golf(1whole course) ・

Petanque 

Baseball  field A 

Baseball  field B 

L&R fields   66M 

Center field  72M 
・Soft baseball(3whole fields〈A,B,C〉) 

・Softball(3whole fields〈A,B,C〉) 

・For practicing baseball only(3whole 

fields〈A,B,C〉) 

Baseball  field C L&R fields   78M 

Center field  84M 

 

Tennis court 

Sand-filled artificial 

grass court★Night 

lighting available 

・ Tennis, Soft Tennis(13whole 

courts) 

 
 
Noto Playing 
Field 

 
 
About 50Mx80M 

14-26,Noto-cho   Phone:0798-74-3472 

・ Lacrosse(1whole field) ・ Ground 

golf(2whole courses, 1half course) 

・Youth soccer(1whole ground) 

・Youth rugby(1whole field) 

・Girls Softball(1whole field) 

・Baseball practice for elementary school 

children only (1 whole field) 
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Area Facility Specifications Address /Phone/Available uses for facilities 

 
 

 

 

Nishinomiyahama 

Comprehensive 

Park 

 
Baycom field 
(Artificial Turf Multipurpose 
Ground) 
About 83Mx130M 
Area:11,000 ㎡ 

3,Nishinomiyahama Phone:0798-33-1148 

・Soccer(1whole ground)・Rugby(1whole 

field)・Ground golf(2whole courses, 1half 

course) ・ Futsal(2whole courts, 1half 

court) ・ Handball(2whole courts, 1half 

court)・Lacrosse(1whole field) 

・Softball(1whole field) 

･ Youth Soccer(2whole grounds, 1half 

ground)・American Football(1whole field) 

Artificial Lawn Play Area 
About 50Mx68M 
Area 3,400 ㎡ 

Soccer(1 half ground)･  Rugby (practice 

only) ･  Ground golf(1 whole course) ･

Futsal(1 whole court)･Handball(1 whole 

court) ･ Lacrosse (practice only)･ Youth 

soccer(1 whole field) ･American football 

(practice only) 

 
《For Other Available Uses》 

Please consult the service counter of each facility for sports (uses) not written.   
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【Service counters, Inquiries】 

Facility Phone Address 

Chuo Gym 0798-74-0720 1-16,Kawahara-cho 

Chuo Gym Annex 0798-67-0771 2-6,Jingikan-cho 

Imazu Gym 0798-48-4828 1-4,Imazumasago-cho 

Naruo Gym 0798-46-1333 4-43,Uedanishi-machi 

Kobu Gym 0798-52-5293 5-15-25, Kamioichi 

Kitashukugawa Gym 0798-70-2222 11-33,Hinoike-cho 

Shiose Gym(inside 
Shiose Chuo Park) 

0798-62-2565 10-1, 5-chome,Higashiyamadai 

Hamakoshien Gym(inside 

Hamakoshien Sports 

Park) 

0798-43-8787 20-15, Edagawa-cho 

Ryutsuhigashi Gym 
(inside Ryutsuhigashi 
Park) 

078-903-3801 5-1, 1-chome, Hanshinryutsu center, 
Yamaguchi-cho 

Matsubara Gym  0798-33-3878 2-41, Matsubara-cho 

Koshienhama Baseball 
Field  

0798-49-8989 2-7, Koshienhama 

Naruohama Rinkai 
Baseball Field (inside 
Naruohama Rinkai 
Park) 

0798-43-0200 5-2,1-chome,Naruohama 

Tsuto Baseball Field 
(inside Tsuto Chuo 
Park) 

0798-33-3056 3, Tsutosumie-cho 

Noto Playing Field  0798-74-3472 14-26, Noto-cho 

Nishinomiyahama 
Comprehensive Park 

0798-33-1148 3,Nishinomiyahama 

Closed: Dec. 29 – Jan. 3 (year-end and New Year Holidays) ・ other days for 

maintenance and checkup, etc. 
There may be some temporary closing days or the time and date in which the reception 
of registration fluctuates seasonally. For details, please inquire at the service counters 
listed above or confirm on the website, “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. 
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☆Start from the top banner of Nishinomiya City Website and click the 
following ; ”culture, sports and sightseeing” ⇒”sports” ⇒ “sports facilities” ☆ 

 
 

“Sportsnet Nishinomiya” 
 https://yoyaku.nishi.or.jp/sportsnet/ 

 
 

This is the login screen for “Sportsnet Nishinomiya”. 
Please start the reservation of sports facilities from here. 

  
 


